
What is LiteBitcoin?

LiteBitcoin / LBTC :-

Bitcoin reborn as LiteBitcoin, it is an experimental new digital currency that
enables instant payments to anyone, anywhere in the world.

LiteBitcoin uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority:
managing transactions and issuing money are carried out collectively by the
network.

LiteBitcoin is also the name of the open source software which enables the use
of this currency.

LBTC vision & Mission :-

To provide IT services and help Skilled people to have a better platform to
provide IT services accepting LBTC (will be updated the services website soon).

LiteBitcoin specifications:-

Scrypt-algo - "Proof of Work" crypto currency.

Algorithms: SCRYPT

Abbreviation: LBTC

Address letter: 2



Total coin supply: 1 Billion LiteBitcoins

Block Reward: 500 LBTC

Block Time: 5 minutes

P2P Port: 19037

RPC Port: 19038

Road MAP

*Previous to the fourth quarter of 2017, LBTC has gained acceptance on
multiple exchanges.

*Q3 of 2017 saw LBTC added to Novaexchange.com and Yobit.net where is has
performed relatively well.

LBTC added to Cryptopia.co.nz where it is performing extraordinary .

More FUTURE Objectives



Applied on more exchanges and Working on launching LBTC based exchange
where there will be services like coin listing and other blockchain support by
accepting LiteBitcoin / LBTC

Recently Korean community has become more active and we applied Kucoin
exchange to list LBTC as per korean community request.

and soon will apply on upbit followed by bittrex listing confirmed.

Join LiteBitcon community as per your geographical location like CHINA, JAPAN,
GERMANY, RUSSIA, KOREAN and so on …

LiteBitcin community is huge and welcomes more volunteers to manage and to
support and even to develop the project together.

Electrum / Mobile wallet for LBTC / Litebitcoin ->
https://youtu.be/NARApiK_9O8

Need more guide , how to use Mobile wallet / Electrum ? checkout the link
below ^^

https://medium.com/@tydani/send-receive-litebitcoin-lbtc-with-electrum-android-
wallet-265bdc88c6ad

||| Technological adaptations that may occur during this time period may
affect the direction of the project, although the main goal of payment system for IT
services seamless integration will not change |||




